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ABSTRACT 
We have analysed the inflation structure 
in Pakistan. We find that, even accord-
ing to official figures, there is strong 
evidence to suggest that a single infla-
tion index is irrelevant for our economy, 
and a dual sector analysis is imperative. 
Dividing the economy into the two sectors, 
essential commodities and production com-
modities, we get statistically meaningful 
results. We consider some economic imp-
lications of our findings. 
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Again this insight has been possible only through a two sec-
tor analysis. Other things being equal, low income groups 
spend a relatively higher proportion of their incomes on 
basic food than the higher income groups. Thus if the basic 
food sector Is Inflating at a rate higher than the production 
sector, the lower income groups would be relatively worse 
off. The greater the disparity the worse off would the lower 
income groups be., It is interesting to note that Irfan [1] 
has worked out the Gini indiccs for both the rural and urban 
populations. He finds that inequalities have worsend in the 
70's as against earlier decades. Our analysis would concur 
with his findings. 
In figure 6 we portray a hypothetical situation depict-
ing the inflation experienced by the consumer as a production 
commodity, and as a consumer himself. Assuming that his 
income (at a) is greater than the cost of his essential con-
sumption commodities ( at b), he will be above his subsis-
tence level. His income here is Inflating along the curve 
AA' and for his consumption, he faces an inflation rate along 
the curve BB'. Now if BB' is inflating at a rate higher than 
AA ', at some point 0, AA' will fall below BB'. The consumer 
should thus fall below his subsistence level at this point. 
The recommendations of the IMP and the World Bank for 
removing the subsidy on wheat would bring the point 0 much 
earlier in time. It can not then be doubted that Pakistan 
must give serious attention to the existence of duality in 
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Figure 6 

TABLE I 
( CONTINUED Table 1 ) 
Table II .a 
CONSUMPTION SECTOR 
TABLE II .b 
PRODUCTION SECTOR 
6.2416 11.5208 
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